I. INTRODUCTION
Field effect transistors (FETs) were recently shown to be efficient THz detectors and emitters. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] With its high operation speed and well developed microcircuit chips fabrication technology, FETs become the most favorable devices for fast THz detection that is required for THz scanning or THz imaging systems. 6, 7 The mechanism of THz radiation detection by FETs was first proposed by Dyakonov and Shur. 1, 2 They have shown that the 2D electron gas in FETs can be described by nonlinear hydrodynamic equations. THz radiation may excite plasma density oscillations and plasma waves in the FET channel. Plasma nonlinearities lead to THz rectification. As the result, a constant source-drain voltage appears which is called the photovoltaic response, or the photoresponse. Depending on the parameters, a FET can operate as a resonant or broadband detector. In the resonant case, when the plasma damping is low and transistor channel is short enough, the transistor channel may serve as the resonator cavity for the plasma waves. The eigenfrequency of such resonator can be adjusted by the gate voltage. In the case of long channels or low carrier mobility, the photoresponse weakly depends on the radiation frequency leading to broadband detection. 6 Both types of THz detection by FETs were discovered and studied experimentally. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] And the Dyakonov-Shur theory was also developed more in detail. 15, 16 But after these multiple studies, questions about the physical limits of the THz sensitivity and about the best operating temperature remain unclear.
In this paper, we investigate different III-V and Si FETs as broadband THz detectors in a temperature range from 300 K down to 5 K. The important increase of the photoresponse following 1/T functional dependence is reported when cooling down to 30 K. At the lowest temperatures below $30 K, the temperature independent behavior (saturation) is observed. The high temperature data are interpreted using a physical model based on a diffusive transport approach. The low temperature saturation of the photoresponse is tentatively explained by a limitation of the diffusive transport approach related to the change of the transport regime from diffusive to ballistic 17 or trap governed one. 18, 19 
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Three types of FETs made of different materials by different technologies (GaN HEMT, 4 GaAs HEMT, 11 and Si MOSFET) were studied. For all transistors, we have compared the photoresponse on the gate voltage dependence with its DC transfer characteristics. This comparison was made for different transistor temperatures (from 5 to 275 K). The incident radiation coupling was performed by the bonding wires and contact pads, 6 and asymmetry of the source drain and source gate capacitances decided about the sign of the detection signal. Independently of the material and device geometry, high temperature results for all investigated were similar and could be interpreted in the frame of the same theoretical model. Table I shows the main parameters of the transistors, such as the gate length, L g , and width, W g , the electron effective mass in the channel, m eff , the electron mobility, l 0 , and the mean free path at room temperature, k 300K , and at liquid helium temperature, k 4K . The mean free path was calculated in two cases: (i) high carrier density degenerate gas corresponding to the open state of transistors, and (ii) low carrier density nondegenerate electron gas corresponding to gate voltages close to the threshold.
We have used a 0.3 THz electronic source for detection measurements. The studied transistor was placed into a liquid helium cooled continuous flow cryostat allowing setting any sample temperature between 5 K and 300 K with $0.1 K precision. The four parabolic mirrors based optical system was used to focus the incident radiation to $4 mm diameter spot. The system enabled also precise adjustment of the spot position, the way to provide maximal asymmetry of the transistor channel excitation (between the source side and the drain side) and hence leading to a maximal photoresponse signal. The incident radiation was modulated by a chopper at frequency 484 Hz, and the photoresponse was measured by a standard lock-in technique 16 using a preamplifier (Â25) with the pass band 300 Hz-1000 kHz, 6 dB/octave, and the input resistance 10 MX. The capacitance of cables connecting the transistor to the preamplifier equaled 200 pF, so the cable impedance was 1.6 MX.
III. RESULTS
Figures 1(a), 2(a), and 3(a) show DC transfer characteristics (I DS (V g )) of studied GaAs and GaN HEMTs and Si MOSFET for different transistor temperatures. As one can see, the threshold voltage changes, and the slope becomes steeper with decreasing temperature.
The results of photoresponse measurements for GaAs, GaN, and Si FETs at different temperatures are presented in We will analyze the results using recently found relation between the photoresponse and the channel conductivity:
where DU is the photoresponse, r is the conductivity, I DS (V g ) is DC drain-source current dependence on the gate voltage (the DC transfer characteristics), U a is the amplitude of the AC gate-to-source voltage induced by the incident THz radiation (it reflects the antenna coupling efficiency and the power of the THz source), U 0 is averaged by time and the channel length voltage swing U 0 ¼ V g À V th (V th is the threshold voltage), U is local voltage swing depending on the coordinates and taking into account the AC voltage induced by THz. For the correct comparison the loading effects caused by the finite impedance of the read-out circuit, Z L , have to be taken into account. 16 The impedance Z L can be written as
where R IN is the input resistance of the pre-amplifier, C is the capacitance of the cables between the transistor and the pre-amplifier, and x is the modulation frequency of the incident THz radiation. Finally, one can simulate/compare the measured photoresponse with the following function: In what follows, we will call V fit the calculated signal. Here A is the fitting parameter reflecting the antenna efficiency. Figures 4-6 show the comparison of the measured photoresponse (dots) and the calculated signal V fit (solid line).
The results for different materials and temperatures are shown. The values of the normalizing factor A are given in the figure captions. The general result is that the calculations can well reproduce the shape of the photoresponse for all studied transistors at all temperatures.
All studied transistors had not specially designed THz antenna, and the incident radiation coupling was performed by the bonding wires 6 and contact pads with a comparable efficiency. It explains similarity of the factor A values of different transistors that were obtained from fitting.
Summarizing this part, the behavior of the broadband THz photoresponse of all investigated FETs can be well reproduced by calculations using Eq. (1). This means that in the case of the broadband THz detection, the knowledge of the transfer characteristics and loading impedances are sufficient to predict the shape of the photoresponse versus gate voltage curve.
IV. DISCUSSION
Let us discuss closer the relation between the conductivity and maximum responsivity of FETs. In the case of the gate voltage well above the threshold (open transistor), the conductivity depends linearly on the gate voltage, 
r / V g À V th , and the calculated by Eq. (1) photoresponse takes the form
This formula was originally obtained by Dyakonov 
where U * is the subthreshold slope. In this case, the photoresponse is saturated, and its maximum value obtained from Eq. (1) is given by
Eq. (7) shows that the maximal value of the photoresponse depends only on the subthreshold slope U * . In the case when the current is due to the diffusion or thermionic emission mechanisms, the subthreshold slope is proportional to the temperature 15 
U
Ã ¼ gkT=e;
where g is the ideality factor. According to Eqs. (7) and (8), one can expect that with decreasing temperature the subthreshold slope U * will decrease and consequently the maximum responsivity will increase linearly.
By analyzing the experimental transfer characteristics, we determined the temperature dependence of the subthreshold slope U * for all investigated transistors. Results are shown in Fig. 7 . One can see that approximation of linearity of the subthreshold U * as given by Eq. (8) is valid only down to temperatures of around 30 K. At lower temperatures (T < 30 K) U * saturates, for all investigated FETs.
This explains similar saturation with lowering temperature observed in the photoresponse maxima, DU max, shown in Fig. 8 . Being inversely proportional to U * , photoresponse increases with decreasing the temperature, and then it saturates for all transistors.
The observed nonlinearity and saturation in U* and DU max temperature dependences can be explained by the change of the dominating transport mechanism. When the temperature is high enough, the diffusion current dominates. With lowering the temperature, contribution of one of supplementary current mechanisms such as ballistic current or trap governed one can become dominant. It results in deviation of temperature dependence of U* from the linear one. The temperature dependence of DU max becomes nonlinear as well.
In the case of the ballistic current, a mean free path for electrons, k, should exceed the gate length. For all studied transistors the mean free path was calculated in two cases: (i) high carrier density degenerate gas corresponding to the open state of the transistors and (ii) low carrier density nondegenerate electron gas corresponding to gate voltages close to the threshold (see Table I ). In the first case, the electron velocity is given by the Fermi velocity, whereas in the second one it is given by the thermal velocity. One can see that 17, 20, 21 in which the drain-to-source current becomes temperature independent. However, close to the threshold and in the sub-threshold range, when the photoresponse is maximal, the mean free path is always shorter than the gate length for all transistors. Therefore, the saturation of the photoresponse in this region should be attributed to another mechanism like the traps or impurity band related transport.
At room temperature, kinetic energy of electrons (kT $ 25 meV) is relatively high and some traps with low binding energy are inactive. With lowering temperature, these traps can bind electrons. The density of electrons trapped in the interface states is not affected by the gate voltage. Therefore, an increase of the number of electrons trapped by interface states may result in the deviation from the linear dependence of the subthreshold slope on temperature, which is valid in the diffusion regime (higher temperatures)-described by Eq. (8) . Further studies are clearly needed to answer the question which of these mechanisms (ballistic or trap governed one) dominates and is responsible for the temperature saturation of the THz photoresponse in FETs. A combination of both mechanisms can also take place. Currently, we can only suppose that the ballistic regime most likely dominates in the case of GaAs and GaN HEMTs in the open channel state. Whereas the maximum photoresponse in all investigated FETs takes place in the subthreshold range and its saturation with temperature is probably caused by nondiffusive transport related to the traps or impurity bands forming the tails of the density states close to conduction band.
V. CONCLUSION
We have studied broadband THz photoresponse of different GaInAs/GaAs, GaN/AlGaN, and Si FETs in temperature range 5-275 K. We have analyzed the results using a recent theoretical model and shown that the shape of the photoresponse on the gate voltage dependence is defined by the transfer characteristics at all temperatures down to 5 K. The photoresponse increased by about one order of magnitude with decreasing of the transistor temperature down to 30 K. For lower temperatures, the photoresponse value was saturated, probably due to the change of the dominant electron transport mechanism. Our results clearly show that THz detectors based on GaAs, GaN, or Si field effect transistors can be improved by lowering temperature down to $30 K. They show also however that below 30 K the further improvement is hindered by the physics of the detection process itself.
